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Abstract—Data replication technologies in distributed storage systems introduce the problem of data consistency. For high
performance, data replication systems often settle for weak consistency models, such as Pipelined-RAM consistency. To determine
whether a data replication system provides Pipelined-RAM consistency, we study the problem of verifying Pipelined-RAM consistency
over read/write traces (VPC, for short). Four variants of VPC (labeled VPC-SU, VPC-MU, VPC-SD, and VPC-MD) are identified
according to whether there are Multiple shared variables (or one Single variable) and whether write operations can assign Duplicate
values (or only Unique values) to each shared variable. We prove that VPC-SD is NP-complete (so is VPC-MD) by reducing the strongly
NP-complete problem 3-PARTITION to it. For VPC-MU, we present the READ-CENTRIC algorithm with time complexity Oðn4 Þ, where n is the
number of operations. The algorithm constructs an operation graph by iteratively applying a rule which guarantees that no overwritten
values can be read later. It incrementally processes all the read operations one by one, and exploits the total order between the
dictating writes on the same variable to avoid redundant applications of the rule. The experiments have demonstrated its practical
efficiency and scalability.
Index Terms—Pipelined-RAM, consistency model, verification, replication
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1

INTRODUCTION

D

replication consists of maintaining multiple copies of data, called replicas, on separate computing
entities. It is a critical enabling technology in distributed
systems, improving system performance (e.g., latency),
reliability, and scalability [1], [2], [3]. Practically, it is
desirable for a data replication system to achieve three
properties simultaneously, namely data consistency (C),
availability (A), and partition-tolerance (P) [4]. However,
this has been theoretically proved impossible by the CAP
theorem [5]. Furthermore, as soon as a distributed system
replicates data, a tradeoff between consistency and latency
arises [6]. Consequently, stronger consistency generally
comes along with reduced availability and lower performance. For better availability and performance, modern
commercial data replication systems often choose to sacrifice consistency. To this end, researchers have developed
various weak consistency models such as Pipelined-RAM
consistency [7], cache consistency [8] (a.k.a. memory
coherence [9]), causal consistency [10], and eventual consistency [11], besides the strong ones such as linearizability
[12] (a.k.a. atomicity [13]) and sequential consistency [14].
For example, Yahoo!’s PNUTS [2] provides per-record
ATA
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timeline consistency. Amazon’s Dynamo [1] only promises
eventual consistency. Nowadays, the weak consistency
models have been widely used in distributed systems,
with the prevalence of cloud data storage services, mobile
devices, and wireless communications.
In this work, we focus on Pipelined-RAM consistency [7],
one of the well-known weak consistency models. Informally, a read/write trace satisfies Pipelined-RAM consistency if and only if write operations performed by a single
process are observed by all the other processes in the order
they were issued, whereas write operations from different
processes may be observed in different orders by different
processes [15]. Pipelined-RAM consistency does not require
all the processes to agree on the same view of the order in
which operations occur, and thus allows high-performance
implementations. On the other hand, it requires the operation orders on the per-process basis (i.e., program order formally defined in Section 2). Therefore, it can provide persession guarantees for users, including Read-Your-Writes,
Monotonic-Reads, and Monotonic-Writes [16], [11]. As is
pointed out in [2], managing session state is a common task
across many different web applications. The per-session
guarantees (thereby Pipelined-RAM consistency) have been
developed in the context of the Bayou project at Xerox
PARC [16], which aimed to build a replicated storage system for mobile computing users who may only be intermittently connected. To demonstrate its practical usefulness of
Pipelined-RAM consistency, we discuss three motivating
examples, one for each per-session guarantee.
First, we consider the baseball application described in
[17]. Being the only person who updates the score, the official scorekeeper can rely on the Read-Your-Writes guarantee
to retrieve the most up-to-date previous score and update it.
The Read-Your-Writes guarantee can be enforced by Pipelined-RAM consistency due to its program order constraint.
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Second, we consider a replicated e-mail system which
runs on a weakly consistent replicated database [16]. The
user Bob first issues a Read request to retrieve a summary
of new mail messages, and then issues another Read request
to show one of these messages. The Monotonic-Reads guarantee can be used to avoid the anomaly in which Bob is incorrectly informed that the message does not exist. The
Monotonic-Reads guarantee can be enforced by PipelinedRAM consistency due to the read-from relation and its program order (between these two Read requests) constraint.
Third, we consider a source-code repository, which is replicated among multiple servers [16]. Suppose that the programmer Bob first updates a library to add functionality in
an upward compatible way. This new library is propagated
to other servers in the background. Bob then updates an
application, which relies on the newly updated library. In
this scenario, the code will not be compiled successfully on
the servers which receive the new application code before
receiving the new library code. This annoying problem can
be solved by the Monotonic-Writes guarantee, which is
enforced by Pipelined-RAM consistency because PipelinedRAM consistency requires write operations performed by a
single process (e.g., server in the scenario) to be observed by
all the other processes in the order they were issued.
Service Level Agreement (SLA, for short) [1] between
users and a storage service requires the service provider to
offer some consistency model as negotiated. Otherwise, the
users have the right to claim a refund. A major challenge to
the service provider is that a theoretically proved correct
protocol may suffer from flawed implementations and
unexpected runtime failures. Verifying consistency models
serves as a complementary means to help the service provider boost their confidence regarding the correctness of the
implementation. On the other hand, the implementation of
such a system, when published as commercial web services,
is often inaccessible to users. As a result, the users can only
test the system by collecting its logs (i.e., read/write traces
of operations) and verifying whether it is indeed delivering
the promised consistency model [18].
Though weak consistency models are regarded important, to the best of our knowledge, their verification
problems have not been sufficiently studied yet. In this
work, we systematically study the problem of verifying
Pipelined-RAM consistency over read/write traces (VPC, for
short). Specifically,





First, we identify four variants of VPC according to
a) whether there are Multiple shared variables (or
one Single variable), and b) whether write operations
can assign Duplicate values (or only Unique
values) to each shared variable; the four variants are
labeled VPC-SU, VPC-MU, VPC-SD, and VPC-MD
(Section 2). For the VPC problem, all read operations
are totally ordered on the same process p0 .
Second, we prove that VPC-SD is NP-complete (so is
VPC-MD) by reducing the strongly NP-complete
problem 3-PARTITION [19] to it (Section 3).
Third, we present a polynomial algorithm, called
READ-CENTRIC, for VPC-MU (Section 4). The READCENTRIC algorithm constructs an operation graph by
iteratively applying a rule which guarantees that no
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TABLE 1
Notations Used in the VPC Problem
Notation

Explanation

o
r, w
n
w ¼ DðrÞ
PO , PO
WR
W 0 W
, 
r+

operation
read / write operation
number of operations in a trace
w is the dictating write of the read operation r
program order and its reflexive closure
write-to order
w’wr order
precedence relation and its reflexive closure
r-downset: the set of operations preceding r, plus
r itself
r-delta: relative complement of r0+ w.r.t r+ i.e.,
r+ n r0+ ); here r0 is the previous read of r
ReachableRead: the first read a write operation w
can reach via the precedence relation 
PrecedingWrite: summary of the dictating writes
preceding o, one per variable
operation graph constructed in the RW-CLOSURE
algorithm and the READ-CENTRIC algorithm
edge from operation o1 to operation o2 in G
path from operation o1 to operation o2 in G
a legal schedule constructed from G via a
specific topological sorting

rd
RR½w
PW of o
G
o1 ! o2
o1 ˆ o2
pG

overwritten values are allowed to be read. The key
point is that for VPC-MU, the total order between all
read operations on the same variable leads to a total
order between their corresponding (dictating) writes.
The READ-CENTRIC algorithm makes use of the total
order between these writes to avoid redundant
applications of the rule, achieving the time complexity of Oðn4 Þ, where n is the number of operations in
the trace. Moreover, the READ-CENTRIC algorithm is
incremental in the way that it processes all the read
operations on process p0 one by one (hence it is
named “READ-CENTRIC”).
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
defines the problem of verifying Pipelined-RAM consistency over read/write traces and its four variants. Section 3
gives the NP-completeness proof of VPC-SD (so is VPCMD). Section 4 presents the polynomial READ-CENTRIC algorithm for VPC-MU. Section 5 experimentally evaluates the
practical efficiency and scalability of the READ-CENTRIC algorithm. Section 6 discusses the related work, and Section 7
concludes the paper.

2

PROBLEM DEFINITION

In this section, we first define read/write traces of data replicas and Pipelined-RAM consistency, and then define the
problem of verifying Pipelined-RAM consistency over
read/write traces. Notations used in this work are listed in
Table 1.

2.1 Read/Write Trace
We model the data replicas as a collection of shared variables supporting read/write operations, and the computing
entities as a collection of processes.
An operation o is a tuple ðt; p; v; dÞ 2 fR; W g  P  V  D
where,
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t 2 fR; W g is the type of operation (R for read and W
for write);
 p 2 P is the process issuing the operation;
 v 2 V is the variable involved in the operation;
 d 2 D is the returned value (for read) or written
value (for write) on the variable v.
For an operation o ¼ ðt; p; v; dÞ, the process is denoted by
pðoÞ. The variable and the value involved are denoted by
varðoÞ and valðoÞ respectively. Generally, we use o for any
operation, r for any read operation, w for any write operation, O for the set of all operations, R for the set of all read
operations, W for the set of all write operations, and Wv for
the set of all write operations on the same variable v.
There are two basic partial orders over operations. Program order, denoted by PO , is the order in which operations are issued by each process. We employ PO to denote
the reflexive closure of PO . Write-to order, denoted by
WR , associates each read with a write from which it reads
the value. Formally,
WR )). Write-to order, WR ,
Definition 2.1 (Write-to Order (
is a partial order satisfying the condition that for each read r,
there exists a unique write w with varðwÞ ¼ varðrÞ and
valðwÞ ¼ valðrÞ such that w WR r.
A read/write trace of data replicas comprises multiple
process histories, each of which consisting of a finite
sequence of read and write operations in the program
order. Fig. 2 in Section 4.1 shows a trace consisting of four
processes, where the operation, for instance, ðp0 ; W; y; 1Þ is
abbreviated by Wy1.

2.2 Pipelined-RAM Consistency Model
The Pipelined-RAM consistency model is one of the wellknown weak consistency models [7], [15]. Informally, a
read/write trace satisfies Pipelined-RAM consistency if and
only if write operations performed by a single process are
observed by all other processes in the program order they
were issued, whereas write operations from different processes may be observed in different orders by different processes [15].
There are two key points to explain. First, PipelinedRAM consistency is weak because it does not require all
the processes to agree on the same view of the order in
which operations occur. Thus, each process can be
checked against Pipelined-RAM consistency separately.
Second, the operations visible to each process p are all
write operations and its own read operations, while ignoring read operations from other processes. Notice that for
process p, its visible read operations are on the same process (i.e., p itself).
Pipelined-RAM consistency is formally defined in terms
of schedules. A schedule p of a set of operations is a permutation of them. Given a schedule, the precedence relation over
the operations in it is denoted by ‘’. We employ  to
denote the reflexive closure of . Moreover, we define
minðo1 ; o2 Þ ¼ o1 if o1  o2 .
A schedule is said to respect some partial order if and
only if it is a linearization of the partial order. A schedule p
is legal if and only if each read reads the value from the
most recently preceding write in p on the same variable.
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TABLE 2
A Summary of Complexity Results for VPC Problem
(½ : new results)

write (D)uplicate values
write (U)nique value

(S)ingle
variable
VPC-SD
(NPC) ½
VPC-SU
(P) [18]

(M)ultiple
variables
VPC-MD
(NPC) ½
VPC-MU
(P) ½

Definition 2.2 (Pipelined-RAM Consistency). A read/write
trace satisfies Pipelined-RAM consistency if and only if for
each individual process, there exists a legal schedule of its
visible operations, respecting both program order and write-to
order.
According to Definition 2.2, we can verify each process
against Pipelined-RAM consistency separately. In the
remainder of this paper, we consider the verification problem with respect to some particular process and distinguish
it with p0 .

2.3 The Problem of Verifying Pipelined-RAM
Consistency
The problem of Verifying Piplined-RAM Consistency (VPC,
for short) over read/write traces is defined as a decision
problem.
Definition 2.3 (Verifying Pipelined-RAM Consistency
Problem).



INSTANCE: A read/write trace T . Its size (denoted by
n) is defined as the total number of operations in it.
QUESTION: Does T satisfy Pipelined-RAM
consistency?

Following the terminology in [20], we identify four variants of the general VPC problem from two orthogonal
dimensions: a) whether there are Multiple shared variables
(or one Single variable), and b) whether write operations can
assign Duplicate values (or only Unique values) to each
shared variable. The case of “writing unique values” means
that any two write operations on the same variable must
write different values to it. That is, every value written to
the variable now must have never been assigned to it before.
The four variants are labeled VPC-SU, VPC-MU, VPC-SD,
and VPC-MD.
As summarized in Table 2, the VPC problem turns out
to be NP-complete if write operations can assign duplicate
values to each shared variable. Notice that in this case,
there may be non-determinism in the write-to order for
some read operations. In contrast, it is polynomially tractable if only unique values are allowed. Specifically, we
first prove that VPC-SD is NP-complete (so is VPC-MD)
by reducing the strongly NP-complete problem 3-PARTITION [19] to it (Section 3). On the other hand, we present a
polynomial algorithm, called READ-CENTRIC with time complexity Oðn4 Þ, for VPC-MU (Section 4). Notice that the
VPC-SU variant can be solved in polynomial time, following from [18].
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THE VPC-SD AND VPC-MD PROBLEMS ARE
NP-COMPLETE

In this section, we show that the VPC-SD problem is
NP-complete (so is VPC-MD) by reducing the strongly
NP-complete problem 3-PARTITION [19] to it.
Definition 3.1 ( 3-PARTITION ).




INSTANCE: Set A of 3m elements, a bound B 2 Zþ ,
þ
and
P a size sðaÞ 2 Z for each a 2 A such that
a2A sðaÞ ¼ mB.
QUESTION: Can A be partitioned into m disjoint
sets A1 ; A2 ; . . . ; Am , such that each Ai contains
exactly
three elements from A, and for 1  i  m,
P
a2Ai sðaÞ ¼ B?

Notice that the definition of 3-PARTITION adopted here is
a generalization of that in [19] (by removing B=4 <
sðaÞ < B=2), and thus is NP-complete. We choose to reduce
from 3-PARTITION because it is NP-complete even if the
inputs a 2 A and B are provided in unary [19]. We use the
UNARY 3-PARTITION problem.
Theorem 3.1. VPC-SD is NP-complete.
Proof. VPC-SD is in NP: Given a schedule of the VPC-SD
instance, it is straightforward to check whether it is legal
by scanning it in polynomial time.
VPC-SD is NP-hard: To show that VPC-SD is NP-hard,
we shall give a polynomial reduction from UNARY 3-PARþ
(given in
TITION to it. Let A ¼ fa1 ; a2 ; . . . ; a3m g, B 2 Z
unary), and sða1 Þ; sða2 Þ; . . . ; sða3m Þ 2 Zþ (given in unary)
constitute an arbitrary instance of UNARY 3-PARTITION. In
the corresponding VPC-SD instance, we assume that
integers a; a0 ; b; b0 ; c; c0 used as variable values are distinct.
Here Wxa (Rxa) denotes the operation of writing (reading) value a to (from) variable x.
The basic idea of the reduction is straightforward:
when a schedule encounters a read sequence like
“Rxa Rxa0 ”, even if the last write of x before the
sequence is a Wxa0 , the Rxa operation forces the schedule
to “use” another Wxa0 to satisfy the Rxa0 .
We represent each ai 2 A with a process Pai consisting
of ai þ 2 write operations: the first operation is a write
operation Wxa0 (red boxes in Fig. 1), followed by ai write
operations Wxb0 (blue boxes), followed by a single write
operation Wxc0 (cyan boxes). The middle ai write operations Wxb0 are to simulate the element ai 2 A in unary. The
(non-deterministic) choice of the element ai 2 A is simulated by scheduling the front Wxa0 and the Wxc0 behind.
We then add three auxiliary processes Pc1 ; Pc2 ; Pc3 .
Specifically, Pc1 comprises 3m write operations Wxa. Pc2
P
comprises mB ¼ a2A sðaÞ write operations Wxb. Pc3
comprises 3m write operations Wxc.
Now we construct the process P0 consisting only of
read operations by concatenating m slot sequences; each
slot sequence is made of:


a leading open subsequence “Rxa Rxa0 Rxa Rxa0
Rxa Rxa0 ”, that forces to pop three operations
Wxa0 from three distinct Pai and open those
processes;

Fig. 1. The VPC-SD trace corresponding to an instance of the UNARY 3PARTITION problem (in which A ¼ f2; 2; 1; 1; 1; 1g; m ¼ 2; and B ¼ 4)
obtained with the reduction of Theorem 3.1.

followed by a sum subsequence “Rxb Rxb0 ”
repeated B times, that forces to pop B operations
Wxb0 from the processes that are currently open;
 followed by a trailing close subsequence “Rxc Rxc0
RxcRxc0 Rxc Rxc0 ”, that forces to pop three operations Wxc0 from the end of the processes that are
currently open.
Interacting with processes Pai , the leading open subsequence and the trailing close subsequence collectively complete the choice of three elements from A, and the sum
subsequence makes sure that they sum to the target B.
Fig. 1 shows an example of the VPC-SD trace corresponding to the UNARY 3-PARTITION instance in which
A ¼ f2; 2; 1; 1; 1; 1g; m ¼ 2; and B ¼ 4.
The reduction is polynomial: The size (i.e., total number
of operations) of the VPC-SD instance is


ð6 þ 2B þ 6Þm þ ð6m þ BmÞ
|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ} |ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
P0

Pai

þ 3m
þ Bm
þ 3m
|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ
ﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ
ﬄ}
Pc1 ;Pc2 ;Pc3

¼ 24m þ 4Bm:

The ai ’s and B are given in unary, so it is polynomial in
m and B and the reduction is polynomial.
We now prove that the UNARY 3-PARTITION instance has
a solution if and only if the VPC-SD instance has a
solution.
()) If the UNARY 3-PARTITION instance has a solution A1 ;
A2 ; . . . ; Am , we construct a legal schedule p for the VPCSD instance. Let the elements of Ai be ai1 ; ai2 ; ai3 (in
unary). Each Ai corresponds to a subsequence pi of p in
the following way: P0 uses the leading open subsequence
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of its ith slot sequence to open each process of Pai1 ; Pai2 ;
and Pai3 by using its Wxa0 , meanwhile “consuming”
three Wxa from process Pc1 . The following sum subsequence completes the B write operations Wxb0 from the
three currently open processes and B write operations
Wxb from Pc2 . Finally, the trailing close subsequence is
scheduled together with B write operations Wxc0 from
the three currently open processes and B write operations Wxc from Pc3 . It is straightforward to ensure that
the schedule is legal during this construction.
(() If the VPC-SD instance has a legal schedule p, we
construct a solution to the UNARY 3-PARTITION instance.
Notice that in p, read operations and write operations
must be scheduled alternately; otherwise write operations
would run out and some read operations were left
unscheduled. Thus for each slot sequence of P0 , P0 has to
first use its leading open subsequence to open three processes of the m unary Pai . We claim that the total number
of Wxb0 in the three opened processes equals B. Otherwise, there are two cases: 1) The total number of Wxb0 is
greater than B. This means that a process is opened, the
corresponding sum subsequence of P0 is consumed, and
some Wxb0 are still there. In order to complete the current
trailing close subsequence, we pop them (without corresponding Rxb0 ) to reach the final Wxc0 . However, in one
of the next slot sequences there will be not enough Wxb0 to
schedule and to reach its close subsequence. 2) The total
number of Wxb0 is less than B. This means that we are in
the middle of a sum subsequence and we need a Wxb0 , but
we have already reached the end of all the currently
opened processes. We cannot open another process to
recover a Wxb0 to complete the sum subsequence. Otherwise in one of the next slot sequences there will be not
enough Wxa0 to complete an open subsequence. Thus,
VPC-SD is NP-hard and in NP. Therefore VPC-SD is
NP-complete.
u
t
Notice that the largest integer value assigned to the variables in the VPC-SD instance can be constant (e.g.,
a ¼ 1; a0 ¼ 2; b ¼ 3; b0 ¼ 4; c ¼ 5; c0 ¼ 6Þ, so it is trivially polynomially bounded by the instance size. Therefore we can
further conclude that VPC-SD is NP-complete in the strong
sense [19].
Since VPC-MD is a generalization of VPC-SD, we have:
Corollary 3.1. VPC-MD is NP-complete.

4

THE READ-CENTRIC ALGORITHM FOR VPC-MU

In this section, we present a polynomial VPC-MU algorithm, called READ-CENTRIC, with worst-case time complexity
Oðn4 Þ. Specifically, Sections 4.1-4.5 describe the READ-CENTRIC algorithm. Sections 4.6 and 4.7 deal with its correctness
and time complexity, respectively.
Notice that in the trace of VPC-MU instance, any two
write operations on the same variable must write different
values to it. This assumption is key to the computational
tractability of VPC-MU, as demonstrated by the READ-CENTRIC described shortly. To realize the assumption in practice,
each write operation can be tagged with a globally unique
identifier, e.g., by combining its process id and a local
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sequence number. Thus, for each read operation r, there is
at most one write (denoted by DðrÞ for dictating write) from
which r reads the value. A write is said to be a dictating one
if it has at least one dictated read.

4.1 The Basic Idea
The basic idea of the READ-CENTRIC algorithm is straightforward: It models the read/write trace as a directed graph G
with operations as nodes and precedence relations between
operations as directed edges. Pipelined-RAM consistency is
captured by three kinds of edges corresponding to the following three rules.


(Rule A: program order) For any pair of operations o1
and o2 , if o1 PO o2 , then add an edge from o1 to o2 .
 (Rule B: write-to order) For any pair of operations w
and r, if w WR r, then add an edge from w to r.
 (Rule C: w’ wr order) For any triple of operations w; r;
and w0 on the same variable, if w ¼ DðrÞ ^ w0  r,
then add an edge from w0 to w, leading to
w0 W 0 W w WR r. Notice that we denote the precedence relation between such w0 and w by W 0 W .
Rule C can be justified by the observation that in a legal
schedule, between each read operation r on variable v and
its dictating write operation w ¼ DðrÞ, there cannot be any
other write (denoted by w0 ) on the same variable v [15], [21].
To construct the graph G and meanwhile, to verify Pipelined-RAM consistency, the principle of the READ-CENTRIC
algorithm is similar in spirit to that of the following procedure, which is referred to as the RW-CLOSURE algorithm.


Step 1: Apply Rule A to add edges for program
order.
 Step 2: Apply Rule B to add edges for write-to order.
If some read r has no dictating write, it halts and
returns false.
 Step 3: Compute the transitive closure of G.
 Step 4: Foreach pair of some read r and its dictating
write w ¼ DðrÞ, identify all the w0 s (w0 6¼ w) such that
w0 performs on the same variable with that of r and
there exists a path from w0 to r. Apply Rule C to each
triple (w0 ; w; r) to add edges for w’wr order.
 Step 5: If any edges are added by Rule C in Step 4,
goto Step 3.
 Step 6: It concludes that the trace satisfies PipelinedRAM consistency if and only if the resulting graph G
is acyclic (i.e., a DAG).
We defer the correctness proof of the RW-CLOSURE algorithm to Section 4.6.1. A running example mainly illustrating Steps 3-5 is shown in Fig. 2. For instance, after the
application of Rule C to triple Wy2; Wy1; and Ry1 (label 4), a
new path from Wf2 to Rf1 arises (via edges with label 3
and label 4), leading to another application of Rule C to triple Wf2; Wf1; and Rf1 (label 5). In this example, we can
figure out a legal schedule of all the operations as a witness to
Pipelined-RAM consistency (Fig. 3).
At its heart, the READ-CENTRIC algorithm carries out the
basic idea of RW-CLOSURE, mainly involving the computations of transitive closure in Step 3, the applications of
Rule C in Step 4, and the cycle detection in Step 6, in an
incremental and efficient way. The key point here is that for
VPC-MU, the total order between all read operations on the
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Fig. 2. Repeatedly applying Rule C to the transitive closure of the operation graph according to the RW-CLOSURE algorithm. (The edges added by
Rule C are denoted by dashed lines, with labels indicating the order in
which they are added.)

same variable (on process p0 ) leads to a total order between
their dictating writes. The READ-CENTRIC algorithm makes use
of the total order between dictating writes to avoid redundant applications of Rule C in RW-CLOSURE. Moreover, the
READ-CENTRIC algorithm is incremental in the way that it processes all the read operations on process p0 one by one
(hence it is named “READ-CENTRIC”). For each read operation, it applies Rule C locally and in a reverse topological
order of the subgraph induced by this read. The
“incremental” feature makes the READ-CENTRIC algorithm
practically more efficient because it can terminate early
once a certification for inconsistency is found, without having to collect all the operations.

4.2 Overview of the READ-CENTRIC Algorithm
As mentioned above, the READ-CENTRIC algorithm is incremental with respect to the read operations in program order
(of p0 ). To facilitate this idea, we first introduce two notations.
Intuitively, r-downset consists of all the operations which
must be scheduled before r, plus r itself.
Definition 4.1 (r-downset (r+ )). r-downset of a read operation r
is a set r+ of operations such that



r 2 r+ ;
o 2 r + ^ o 0  o ) o0 2 r + .

Let r be a read operation and r0 the previous read of r.
We use r-delta to refer to the “extra” operations which are
also scheduled before r, besides those in r0 -downset. In
other words,
Definition 4.2 (r-delta (rd )). r-delta of a read operation r is a set
(of operations) which equals the relative complement of r0+ with
respect to r+ (i.e., r+ n r0+ ). Here r0 is the previous read of r.
For the first read operation r on process p0 , we define
rd ¼ r+ .
In terms of both r-downset and r-delta, we now sketch
how to carry out the basic idea of the RW-CLOSURE algorithm

Fig. 3. A legal schedule for the trace in Fig. 2. (Read operations are
shown in bold and separated by semicolons.)
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Fig. 4. Demonstrations of the definitions of r-downset and r-delta, case 1)
in the READ-CENTRIC algorithm, and the procedure INIT-REACHABILITY.

(Section 4.1) in an incremental and efficient way (see
Algorithm 1 and Fig. 4). Let r be the current read operation
under scrutiny, r0 the previous read of r, and v the variable
of r. After initializing the reachability relation concerning
the incrementally new operations in rd ¼ r+ n r0+ (Line 9),
the READ-CENTRIC algorithm attempts to schedule locally on
the r+ -induced subgraph. Notice that both r+ and r0+ are
obtained according to Definition 4.1 with respect to the
dynamic graph Gtill that time.

Algorithm 1. The READ-CENTRIC algorithm (sketch).
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:

apply Rule A to add edges for program order
apply Rule B to add edges for write-to order
if 9rðr has no DðrÞ _ r PO DðrÞÞ then
return false
foreach read r in program order of p0 do
Let r0 be the previous read of r
v
varðrÞ; w
DðrÞ
//explained in Section 4.4.1
INIT-REACHABILITY(r0 ; r)
//schedule write operations on variable v
foreach w0 in r-downset on variable v do
APPLY-RULE-C(ðw0 ; w; rÞ; r)
//schedule other write operations
if w 2
= r0+ then continue
//case 1)
cycle
TOPO-SCHEDULE (r+ )
//case 2)
if cycle then return false
return true

Specifically, the schedule procedure starts with a simple
observation that r must read from its dictating write operation DðrÞ (Lines 10 - 12). According to Rule C, any write
operation w0 in r-downset on the variable v other than DðrÞ
must be scheduled before DðrÞ. Thus the edges like
w0 ! DðrÞ are added, updating the reachability relation
between operations. Consequently, more applications of
Rule C may be triggered. There are two cases to consider: 1)
DðrÞ 2
= r0+ and 2) DðrÞ 2 r0+ . In the former case (Line 14; also
as shown in Fig. 4), the new added edges like w0 ! DðrÞ
have no effect on the reachability relation between the operations from r0+ . In the latter one (Line 15; discussed in
Section 4.4), the operations in r+ should be locally scheduled. This involves a serial of applications of Rule C.
Different from those in the RW-CLOSURE algorithm, the
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applications of Rule C here are carried out in a reverse topological order of the r+ -induced subgraph (see procedure
TOPO-SCHEDULE called in Line 15). Once some cycle is created, the algorithm aborts and outputs “false”. Otherwise, it
eventually terminates and outputs “true”.

4.3 Data Structures For Reachability Relation
During the course of TOPO-SCHEDULE (Line 15), the r-downset
induced subgraph is dynamic in the way that edges are
added on demand due to Rule C. To capture the dynamic
reachability relation, two data structures need to be dynamically maintained.
First, ReachableRead maintains, for each write operation,
the first read it can reach via the present precedence relation
(i.e., ). Recall that all read operations are program ordered
on the process p0 . Formally,
Definition 4.3 (ReachableRead (RR)). ReachableRead is a
dictionary composed of a collection of ðw; rÞ 2 W  R pairs
such that
RR½w ¼ r , w  r ^ @r0 PO r ðw  r0 Þ:
Roughly speaking, PrecedingWrite of an operation compactly summarizes the dictating write operations preceding
it, one per variable. More precisely,

created. We will elaborate on how to apply Rule C locally
and in a reverse topological order of some subgraph.

4.4.1 Procedure INIT-REACHABILITY
Upon the read r and its previous read r0 , the procedure INITREACHABILITY initializes the reachability relation, in terms of
both ReachableRead and PrecedingWrite, concerning the operations in rd ¼ r+ n r0+ . (Here both r+ and r0+ are obtained
according to Definition 4.1 with respect to the dynamic
graph G till the time when INIT-REACHABILITY is called.)
Specifically, the first reachable read (i.e., ReachableRead) of
each write in rd is initialized to be r. To initialize the PrecedingWrite for each operation in r-delta, we partition them
(except r) into two groups (both could be empty): 1) the
rr-group consists of all the write operations between r0 and
r on process p0 (both exclusive); and 2) the ww-group consists of the rest on the process of DðrÞ, the dictating write of
r. In both groups, each operation updates its PrecedingWrite
based on the PrecedingWrite of its previous operation in
respective program order. Finally, the read r updates its PrecedingWrite twice, one time per group.
Fig. 4 shows an example where the rr-group of r ¼ Rb1 is
empty. In the ww-group, for example, Wy2 updates its PrecedingWrite based on Wz1: for Wz1, we have PW ½z ¼ Wz3; for
Wy2, we get PW ½z ¼ Wz1 because Wz1 itself is a dictating
write. The read r ¼ Rb1 updates its PrecedingWrite based on
both Wb1 and Ra1:

Definition 4.4 (PrecedingWrite (PW)). PrecedingWrite of an
operation o is a dictionary composed of a collection of
ðv; wÞ 2 V  W pairs such that PW ½v ¼ w if and only if
1)
2)
3)

w  o ^ varðwÞ ¼ v;
9r2R ðw WR rÞ;
for any other w0 satisfying 1) - 2), we have w0  w.

Condition 1) distinguishes the preceding write operations for each variable v. Condition 2) only concerns the dictating write operations. Condition 3) requires that
Proposition 4.1. All dictating write operations on the same variable are totally ordered.
Proof. This is true due to Rule C and the fact that all read
operations are totally program ordered on process p0 .
Furthermore, the total order between the dictating write
operations (on the same variable) is the same with that
between their dictated read operations (taking the first
read if there are many).
u
t
Being complementary, the two data structures ReachableRead and PrecedingWrite together capture the dynamic
reachability relation and facilitate the procedure IDENTIFYAPPLY-RULE-C as described in Section 4.4.2 (i.e., its subprocedures IDENTIFY-RULE-C and CYCLE-DETECTION).

4.4 Detailed Design
In this section, we first describe INIT-REACHABILITY (called in
Line 9 of Algorithm 1), a preparation for later scheduling.
Then we describe procedures related to applying Rule C,
including IDENTIFY-RULE-C, APPLY-RULE-C, and CYCLE-DETECTION. Finally, we describe the key procedure TOPO-SCHEDULE
(called in Line 15 of Algorithm 1), which involves a serial of
applications of Rule C and returns true once some cycle is
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PW ½a ¼ Wa1; PW ½b ¼ Wb1; PW ½c ¼ Wc1; PW ½x
¼ Wx2; PW ½y ¼ Wy1; PW ½z ¼ Wz1:

4.4.2 Procedures Involving Applying Rule C
Due to ReachableRead and PrecedingWrite, the procedure of
applying Rule C is efficient despite the dynamically changing reachability relation (Algorithm 2). In the following, we
refer to the three operations involved in Rule C as “the
w0 ; w; and r parts of Rule C” or simply as “the w0 wr triple”.
Algorithm 2. Procedures involving applying Rule C.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:

//identify the w0 wr triple (or NIL) of Rule C
procedure IDENTIFY-RULE-C(w0 )
rold
the last value of RR½w0 
rnew
RR½w0 
R½rnew . . . rold Þ , fr 2 R j rnew P O r P O rold g
0
r
the first read in R½rnew . . . rold Þ on varðw
Þ

0
if r 6¼ NIL then return w ; w ¼ DðrÞ; r
return NIL
//return true if some cycle is created
//rcur : the current read under scrutiny
procedure APPLY-RULE-C(ðw0 ; w; rÞ; rcur )
add edge w0 ! w
if CYCLE-DETECTION(w0 ; w) then return true
//update reachability within rcur -downset
//explained in Section 4.4.2
UPDATE-REACHABILITY (w0 ; w; rcur )
return false
//return true if a cycle with w0 ! w is created
procedure CYCLE-DETECTION(w0 ; w)
//PW ½varðw0 Þ of w0 ˆ w0 ! w already exists
if w  PW ½varðw0 Þ of w0 then return true
return false
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First, to identify the w0 wr triple of Rule C (procedure IDENTIFYRULE-C): For some w0 , it is sufficient to check whether
new paths like from w0 to r arise. The data structure
ReachableRead (Definition 4.3) serves the purpose. For w0
(on variable v) in check, suppose that its first reachable read
RR½w0  has been changed from rold to rnew . It means that w0
can now reach the read operations in R½rnew . . . rold Þ which
denotes the set of read operations between rnew and rold on
process p0 (formally, R½rnew . . . rold Þ , fr 2 R j rnew PO
r PO rold g) (Lines 3-5). For each read r on variable v in
R½rnew . . . rold Þ, a triple of w0 ; w ¼ DðrÞ; r is identified. If there
are more than one such r, we only takes the first one (in program order) and its corresponding triple (Line 6). This
choice is justified in Lemma 4.2.
Second, cycle detection (procedure CYCLE-DETECTION): After
identifying a w0 wr triple (on variable v) of Rule C and adding the edge w0 ! w, procedure CYCLE-DETECTION is called to
check whether some cycle involving w0 ! w is created. To
complete a cycle with w0 ! w, a path from w to w0 (denoted
by w ˆ w0 ) is needed. The data structure PrecedingWrite
(Definition 4.4) serves the purpose. PW ½v of w0 maintains
the last dictating write on variable v which precedes w0 .
Thus cycle detection amounts to figuring out whether or not
w precedes (or is) PW ½v of w0 (Line 4). This is easy because
w concerned here is also a dictating write on v, and is thus
totally ordered with PW ½v of w0 (Proposition 4.1).
Third, to update the reachability relation (procedure UPDATEREACHABILITY): If no cycle is created, APPLY-RULE-C continues
to update the reachability relation, namely ReachableRead of
w0 and PrecedingWrite of w and its successors. First, the
ReachableRead of w0 is updated to the read RR½w if
RR½w P O RR½w0 . The update of ReachableRead of the
predecessors of w0 has been integrated in procedure
TOPO-SCHEDULE. Second, the PrecedingWrite of w and its successors are updated (in a topological sorting order) to take
into account the PrecedingWrite of w0 .

4.4.3 Procedure TOPO-SCHEDULE
Procedure TOPO-SCHEDULE mainly involves a serial of applications of Rule C and returns true once some cycle is created. The key is that the applications of Rule C are carried
out locally and in a reverse topological order of some
subgraph.
First, the operations which may act as the w0 parts of
Rule C are all locally in DðrÞ-downset. Second, they are carried out in a reverse topological order of the DðrÞ+ -induced
subgraph. The former claim follows from a simple argument: a) whether to apply Rule C is determined by ReachableRead of its w0 part (procedure IDENTIFY-RULE-C); b)
ReachableRead of w0 is updated only due to its successors;
and c) the procedure TOPO-SCHEDULE is called immediately
after some Rule C edges to DðrÞ are added (Lines 10 - 12 of
Algorithm 1).
In the following, we show how to organize the applications of Rule C (Algorithm 3). The basic idea is to integrate
the applications of Rule C with a (reverse) topological sorting algorithm. In such a reverse topological sorting algorithm, a queue is used to maintain the sink operations that
have no successors (Lines 11 - 13). Each time we pick up
(and remove) one of the sink operations (denoted by w0 ),
update its ReachableRead based on its direct successors,
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and apply Rule C if necessary (Lines 14 - 24). After w0 has
been scheduled, it is marked DONE and the dependencies
on it are erased. The new sink operations are put into the
queue (Lines 30 - 36). However, the applications of Rule C
can introduce new edges into the DðrÞ+ -induced subgraph
GDðrÞ+ . Suppose that an edge from w0 to w is added. In is particularly subtle if w 2 DðrÞ+ (meaning that it is possible for
w to act as the w0 part of Rule C) and w has not been marked
DONE yet. In this case, it is necessary to process w first
before marking w0 DONE. This is implemented by imposing
dependency of w0 on w (Lines 25 - 29).

Algorithm 3. Procedure TOPO-SCHEDULE
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:
33:
34:
35:
36:
37:

//return true once some cycle is created
//r: the current read under scrutiny
procedure TOPO-SCHEDULE(r+ )
//data structures for reverse topological sorting
GDðrÞ+
DðrÞ+ - induced subgraph
traverse GDðrÞ+ to compute for each o 2 DðrÞ+ :
(a) COUNT: number of direct successors
(b) SUCLIST: list of direct successors
(c) PRELIST: list of direct predecessors
(d) DONE: initially false indicator whether it
has been scheduled
//queue to maintain “sink” operations
QZERO empty queue
enqueue(QZERO, DðrÞ) //start from DðrÞ
//in a reverse topological order of GDðrÞ+
while QZERO is not empty do
w0
dequeue(QZERO) //the “w0 part”
//apply Rule C if necessary
if w0 2 W ^ w0 :DONE ¼ false then
RR½w0 ; RR
RR
RR½w0 
mino2w0 :SUCLIST ðRR
RR½oÞ
//we don’t care about the “r part”
ðw0 ; w; Þ
IDENTIFY-RULE-C(w0 )
if ðw0 ; w; Þ 6¼ NIL then
cycle
APPLY-RULE-C(ðw0 ; w; Þ; r)
if cycle then return true
//dep. on non-scheduled write w
if w 2 DðrÞ+ ^ ðw:DONE ¼ falseÞ then
insert w0 into w:PRELIST
insert w into w0 :SUCLIST
w0 :COUNT
w0 :COUNT + 1
//w0 has been scheduled successfully
if w0 :COUNT = 0 then
w0 :DONE true
foreach o 2 w0 :PRELIST do
o:COUNT o:COUNT - 1
if o:COUNT = 0 then
enqueue(QZERO,o)
return false

In Lemma 4.3 (Section 4.7), we prove that each write
operation in the DðrÞ+ -induced subgraph plays the “w0 role”
of Rule C at most once, which justifies the efficiency of the
procedure TOPO-SCHEDULE.

4.5 An Illustrating Example
We show a running example of the READ-CENTRIC algorithm
in Fig. 5. It mainly concerning its sketch and the key procedure TOPO-SCHEDULE. Assume that Rx2 is now under
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Fig. 5. Illustration of the READ-CENTRIC algorithm.

scrutiny (i.e., r ¼ Rx2 in Line 5 of Algorithm 1). Notice that
the edge Wz3 ! Wz1 (label 1.1) has already been added
due to Rz1. The schedule procedure starts with adding
edges Wx3 ! Wx2 (label 2.1) and Wx5 ! Wx2 (label 2.2)
(Lines 10-12). It then calls the procedure TOPO-SCHEDULE in
the case of Wx2 2 Rb1+ (Line 15).
In procedure TOPO-SCHEDULE (Algorithm 3), the operations which may act as the w0 parts of Rule C are in
Wx2-downset (in a rectangle dotted box). Suppose in the
course of reverse topological sorting, Wz2 is processed before
Wy2 and Wz1. By Rule C, an edge Wz2 ! Wz1 (label 2.3) is
added. Since Wz1 is not DONE, we have to process Wz1 first
before marking Wz2 DONE (Lines 25-29). According to the
reverse topological order, Wy2 is processed and an edge
Wy2 ! Wy1 (label 2.4) is added. Then it is Wz1’s turn. Since
there is a path Wz1ˆ Rz3 via the edge Wy2 ! Wy1, Rule C
is applied and an edge Wz1 ! Wz3 (label 2.5) is added. A
cycle involving Wz1 and Wz3 is thus created.

4.6 Correctness Proof
In this section, we first prove the correctness of the RW-CLOSURE algorithm in Section 4.1 and then establish the correctness of the READ-CENTRIC algorithm by showing that it is
equivalent to RW-CLOSURE in the sense that their resulting
graphs G have the same reachability relation.
4.6.1 Correctness Proof of the RW-CLOSURE Algorithm
The correctness of the RW-CLOSURE algorithm is stated in the
following theorem.
Theorem 4.1. The VPC-MU instance satisfies Pipelined-RAM
consistency if and only if the resulting graph G of the RWCLOSURE algorithm is acyclic.
Proof. ()) By contradiction. If the resulting graph G is not a
DAG, there exists some operation scheduled before itself.
(() If the resulting graph G is acyclic, we expect to construct some legal schedule (denoted by pG ) as a witness to
Pipelined-RAM consistency. We state the construction of
pG and the proof that pG is legal in Definition 4.5 and
Lemma 4.1, respectively.
u
t
To construct pG , a specific topological sorting on G is
performed.
Definition 4.5 (DAG-schedule (pG )). Given the resulting
DAG G of the RW-CLOSURE algorithm, the legal schedule pG
(initially, it is an empty sequence) is constructed as follows:


Repeatedly take each read operation r on process p0 in
program order, perform any topological sorting on
rd -induced subgraph, and append it to pG .
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Fig. 6. Procedure IDENTIFY-RULE-C only considers the first read operation
r for Rule C.

The example in Section 4.1 gives an illustration of such
schedule (Fig. 3).
Lemma 4.1. If the resulting graph G of the RW-CLOSURE algorithm is acyclic, the schedule pG constructed in Definition 4.5
is legal.
Proof. Please refer to Section 1 of the supplementary file,
which can be found on the Computer Society Digital
Library at http://doi.ieeecomputersociety.org/10.1109/
TPDS.2015.2453985, for the proof.
u
t

4.6.2 Correctness Proof of the READ-CENTRIC Algorithm
As mentioned before, we establish the correctness of the
READ-CENTRIC algorithm by showing that it is equivalent to
RW-CLOSURE in the sense that their resulting graphs have
the same reachability relation.
Because the edges for both program order and writeto order are static, they are the same for two algorithms.
The set of w0 wr triples identified in READ-CENTRIC is a
subset of that identified in RW-CLOSURE. The only
possible missing of w0 wr triples is due to procedure
IDENTIFY-RULE-C.
Lemma 4.2. In procedure IDENTIFY-RULE-C, for w0 , only the first r
in R½rnew . . . rold Þ is considered for Rule C. This choice does not
reduce any reachability relation of the resulting graph of the
RW-CLOSURE algorithm.
Proof. It is sufficient to show that each missing edge for
w’wr order is implied by other existing edges. This is
illustrated in Fig. 6 in which all operations perform on
the same variable and w ¼ DðrÞ; w00 ¼ Dðr00 Þ. For w0 there
exists a path w0 ˆ r (label 2). By Rule C, both the edge
w0 ! w (label 3) and the edge w0 ! w00 (label 4) should be
added. However, the latter one is implied by: 1) a path
wˆ w00 (label 1) whose existence is guaranteed by
r P O r00 and Proposition 4.1; and 2) the edge w0 ! w
(label 3).
u
t
Hence, the correctness of the READ-CENTRIC algorithm
directly follows from that of the RW-CLOSURE algorithm.
Theorem 4.2. The VPC-MU instance satisfies Pipelined-RAM
consistency if and only if the READ-CENTRIC algorithm terminates with a DAG.

4.7 Time and Space Complexity
The worst-case time complexity of the READ-CENTRIC
algorithm is dominated by the cost of the procedure TOPOSCHEDULE. The efficiency of the latter is justified by the following lemma.
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Fig. 7. Procedure TOPO-SCHEDULE applies Rule C at most once for w0 .

Lemma 4.3. Let r be the read operation under scrutiny. For each
w0 2 DðrÞ+ , procedure TOPO-SCHEDULE applies Rule C at most
once with it as the “w0 part”.
0

Proof. In procedure TOPO-SCHEDULE, the only case in which w
will be checked for Rule C more than once is that an edge
w0 ! w is added, w is in DðrÞ+ , and w has not been marked
DONE yet (Lines 25-29 in Algorithm 3). In this case, we
show that Rule C is not applicable when w0 is checked
again. This is illustrated in Fig. 7 in which all operations
perform on the same variable v and w ¼ DðrÞ; w00 ¼ Dðr00 Þ.
The first application of Rule C to triple w0 ; w; and r has
introduced the edge w0 ! w (label 2.1). Assume, by contradiction, that Rule C is applicable when w0 is checked again.
It requires that via w a new read operation r00 on variable v
with r00 P O r be now reachable. Back to the time when w
was checked, r00 was then reachable from w (label 3). An
edge w ! w00 (label 2.2) was added, closing a cycle with
the edge w00 ! w (label 1) whose existence is guaranteed
by r00 P O r and Proposition 4.1. The procedure TOPOu
t
SCHEDULE would then abort.
The following theorem gives the overall worst-case time
complexity of the READ-CENTRIC algorithm.
Theorem 4.3. The worst-case time complexity of the READCENTRIC algorithm is Oðn4 Þ.
Proof. Suppose that read operation r is under scrutiny.
There are at most n operations in r+ and m ¼ Oðn2 Þ edges
between them. The time complexity of procedure TOPOSCHEDULE comprises 1) Oðn þ mÞ for reverse topological
sorting; 2) Oðn capply Þ for at most n applications of
Rule C (due to Lemma 4.3), each of which costs:
capply ¼

þ

OðnÞ
|ﬄ{zﬄ}
Identify Rule C

Oð1Þ
|ﬄ{zﬄ}
Cycle Detection

þ Oð1 þ n þ m þ n nÞ ¼ Oðn2 Þ:
|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
Update Reachability

Thus procedure TOPO-SCHEDULE costs Oðn3 Þ in the
worst case. Then the worst-case time complexity of the
READ-CENTRIC algorithm is Oðn4 Þ:
OðnÞ
ð
Oðn2 Þ
þ Oðn3 Þ Þ ¼ Oðn4 Þ:
|ﬄ{zﬄ}
|ﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄ}
|ﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄ}
iterations Init Reachability Topo Schedule
u
t
The space complexity of the READ-CENTRIC algorithm is
Oðn2 Þ:
OðnÞ
|ﬄ{zﬄ}
ReachableRead

þ

Oðn2 Þ
|ﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄ}
PrecedingWrite

¼ Oðn2 Þ:
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PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

The worst-case time complexity of the READ-CENTRIC algorithm for the VPC-MU problem given in Section 4.7 is
asymptotic and overly pessimistic. In this section, we evaluate their practical efficiency and scalability by experiments.
For comparison, we have also implemented the RW-CLOSURE
algorithm in Section 4.1. However, we have not compared
our algorithms with other existing approaches in these
experiments, because we are not aware of any directly
related work for the VPC-MU problem. For more discussions, please refer to the Related Work Section (Section 6).

5.1 Experimental Design
In our experiments, we use two types of read/write traces.
In our first experiment, we evaluate both algorithms on randomly generated traces. (Each read operation r and its dictating write w ¼ DðrÞ are generated in pair.) Without
sufficient priori knowledge, we adopt the random traces to
cover most of the cases our algorithms need to handle in
verifying Pipelined-RAM consistency. In the second experiment, we use Pipelined-RAM consistent traces. Notice that
for Pipelined-RAM consistent traces, both the RW-CLOSURE
and the READ-CENTRIC algorithms will always process all
operations in the traces. In comparison, on randomly generated traces, they may terminate early once a certificate for
inconsistency is found. Thus, Pipelined-RAM consistent
traces actually serve as the worst case inputs for both
algorithms.
For each experiment, both the number of processes and
the number of operations are tunable, in order to investigate their impacts on the time cost (in ms). The number of
processes varies from 2 to 20, and the number of operations varies from 5, 000 to 30, 000. All the experiments are
performed on an Intel Core i7 3.40 GHz machine with
4 GB RAM.
5.2 Experimental Results
As shown in Fig. 8, the READ-CENTRIC algorithm outperforms
the RW-CLOSURE algorithm in time cost over both random
traces and Pipelined-RAM consistent traces. The more the
operations are, the more significant the advantage becomes.
On the other hand, when both running over the PipelinedRAM consistent traces, the READ-CENTRIC algorithm performs much more efficiently than the RW-CLOSURE algorithm. For instance, the READ-CENTRIC algorithm gains at
most 694X speedup over the Pipelined-RAM consistent
trace with 20 processes and 8, 000 operations.
To further evaluate the scalability of the READ-CENTRIC
algorithm, we increase the number of operations in the
Pipelined-RAM consistent traces to different scales. As
shown in Fig. 9, the READ-CENTRIC algorithm can efficiently
deal with the Pipelined-RAM consistent traces with 20 processes and up to 60,000 operations (in less than 600 s). In
contrast, it takes the RW-CLOSURE algorithm more than
3,000 s over the Pipelined-RAM consistent trace with
20 processes and 8,000 operations.

6

RELATED WORK

Many efforts have been made on the verification problems
with respect to other consistency models than Pipelined-
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Fig. 8. Time cost of the READ-CENTRIC algorithm over both random traces
and Pipelined-RAM consistent traces.

RAM. In their seminal work, Gibbons and Korach [20]
study the verifying sequential consistency (VSC) and the
verifying linearizability (VL) problems. Both problems are
proved to be NP-complete in general. In addition, they
define the VSC-read problem, in which a read-mapping is
known, and prove that it remains NP-complete. Here a
read-mapping is a function mapping each read operation
to some write operation which is responsible for the value
read. Cantin et al. [22] show that the verifying memory
coherence problem (VMC) is NP-complete. They also
prove that the problem of verifying sequential consistency
for executions that are memory coherent (VSCC) remains
NP-complete. Golab et al. [18] study the verification problems with respect to safety, regularity, atomicity, and
sequential consistency. Beyond a yes/no answer, they
seek online algorithms to detect a consistency violation as
soon as it appears. They also consider how to quantify the
severity of violations. More recently, Golab et al. [23] solve
the verification problem of 2-atomicity (2-AV) and show
that the weighted k-AV problem is NP-complete. In this
work we investigate the verifying Pipelined-RAM consistency (VPC) problem. As far as we know, we are the first to
systematically study this problem.
In the context of shared memory multiprocessor, some
relaxed memory consistency models have been studied [21],

Fig. 9. Scalability of the READ-CENTRIC algorithm in terms of time cost over
Pipelined-RAM consistent traces.

[24], [25]. Specifically, Hangal et al. [24] develop TSOtool to
verify the traces of programs against Total Store Order (TSO,
for short) model when a read-mapping is known (VTSOread). The time complexity of their algorithm is Oðn5 Þ, where
n is the number of operations in the trace. Roy et al. [21] also
deal with the VTSO-read problem and present a fully parallelized algorithm with Oðn4 Þ time complexity. Baswana et al.
[25] identify a graph problem called implied-set-closure as
the abstraction of the bottleneck of the VTSO-read problem,
and further reduce its time complexity to Oðn3 Þ.
We have addressed a fundamentally different problem
from that in the TSOtool paper [24]. We propose the READCENTRIC algorithm to verify the traces of data replicas
against Pipelined-RAM consistency model, rather than
against TSO model. Since these two consistency models
have significant differences, their verification algorithms
also have important differences (besides the resemblance). More precisely, both the TSO algorithm and our
READ-CENTRIC algorithm follow a more general principle:
most existing consistency models can be decomposed into
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a collection of fundamental orders [15]. For the VPC problem, all read operations are totally ordered on the same
process p0 . The key point is that in the VPC-MU variant,
the total order between all read operations on the same
variable leads to the total order between their dictating
writes. The READ-CENTRIC algorithm for VPC-MU makes
use of the total order between dictating writes to avoid
redundant applications of the w’wr order (represented by
rule R6 in the TSOtool paper), and to completely avoid
the use of another order (represented by rule R7 in the
TSOtool paper).
Another major difference between our READ-CENTRIC
algorithm and the TSO algorithm is that the TSO algorithm
only conducts approximate checking because it is “solving”
an NP-complete problem with a polynomial time algorithm.
In contrast, we show that the VPC-MU problem (in which a
read-mapping is known) can be completely solved in polynomial time. The correctness proof of the READ-CENTRIC algorithm is one of our key contributions. On the other hand,
we prove that the VPC-SU problem is NP-complete (so is
VPC-MU).

[4]
[5]
[6]
[7]
[8]
[9]
[10]
[11]
[12]
[13]
[14]

7

CONCLUSION

In this work, we have studied the problem of verifying Pipelined-RAM consistency over read/write traces (VPC, for
short). Specifically, we proved that both the VPC-SD variant
and the VPC-MD variant are NP-complete. We also presented a polynomial algorithm, called READ-CENTRIC, for the
VPC-MU variant. The experiments have demonstrated its
practical efficiency and scalability.
The verification problems with respect to other weak
consistency models, e.g., causal consistency [10], are also
worth investigation. Because Pipelined-RAM is a weakening of causal consistency, our NP-complete result also
applies to the general problem of verifying causal consistency. However, it remains open to solve its restricted variant when writes can only assign unique values to each
shared variable. Moreover, it would be interesting to further
study the complexity issues of evaluating the severity of
consistency violations [18], [23].

[15]
[16]

[17]
[18]
[19]
[20]
[21]
[22]
[23]
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